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TUNISIAN TOP FOR KIDS

Final shirt measures: for a 5-6 year old, 51cm long x 37cm wide

I wanted to make a top that is for the maker that just started out in Tunisian crochet and wanted
to make something other than a scarf. This is kind of like a scarf in technique but has a little
something extra. The yarn is thick and soft so it’s a quick hook and you’ll feel satisfied seeing
your project work up quickly. The basic concept can be altered for any size, just make sure your
starting chain is the width (with some wiggle room) of the person you’re making it for.

Please be sure to tag me on social media (@anniegurumi) and use #anniegurumi so I can see
your Tunisian Top. Thank you for enjoying my pattern. Please come by instagram and say hi, I
am very active there. :)
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Skill Level: Advanced Beginner to Intermediate
Materials:
Hobium Yarns Yarn Art Jeans Plus in Navy (2 skeins)
Hobium Yarns Yarn Art Jeans Plus in White (2 skeins)
Tunisian Crochet Hook 6mm
Double Ended Crochet Hook 5mm
Tapestry Needle

Stitches: (US Crochet Terms)
ch: chain
sc: single crochet
sl st: slip stitch
back bump: the horizontal bar behind the stitch
fwp: forward pass (drawing up loops onto your hook)
retp: return pass (yo, pull through two loops on hook)
tss: tunisian simple stitch (fwp: insert hook behind vertical
bar, draw up loop)
back bump: horizontal line behind chain
BO: Bind Off
FO: fasten off
RS: right side of work
WS: wrong side of work
Notes:
Gauge: 14 tss x 12 rows using 5mm makes approximately a 10cm x 10cm square.
Do regular retp unless otherwise noted.
Don’t forget to ch 1 before starting your retp.
Please subscribe to my youtube channel for the video tutorials and more. I have a variety of
videos there for you to watch for free.
Body:
ch 52 (if desired change colours every 4 rows; starting with navy)
set up forward pass starting from 2nd bb from hook and each bb across (52)
R1-52: tss for (52 rows)
switch to white:
R53-55: tss
R56: fwp: tss 14; 24 sl st BO; tss 14; retp 14, ch 24, retp 14
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R57: tss 14, fwp into the ch 24 back bumps, tss 14
R58-60: tss
switch to navy and follow colour change of every 4 rows:
R61-112: tss (52 rows)
sl st BO. FO and weave in all ends.

Assembly:
With RS facing each other, sew 40 rows from the bottom to seam the sides and leave an arm
hole. Please use picture as reference.
This is a simple but really cute little shirt that looks absolutely
adorable on children. Please be sure to check the gauge and
fit it according to whoever you’re making it for. You can also
adjust the starting chain to make it wider or smaller. You can
measure a shirt of the person you own for the width and
make accordingly.

If you enjoyed that, please subscribe to my Youtube channel,
I will have more free patterns and videos coming. Thank you
SO much for giving my pattern a try.
I’m Annie, I am a full time mother and designer from Hong
Kong. My son is the main inspiration behind all my creations.
Thank you for kindness and supporting me through my
patterns. You can find all the links below.
Please do not claim this pattern as your own. Please do not sell this pattern. Feel free to sell the
final product but please include the following in your listing:
“Tunisian Shirt Pattern by anniegurumi http://anniegurumi.co”
If you would like to donate to my small business, please feel free to do so at: Paypal.
You can find me on Instagram and Facebook.
Find more patterns here: Etsy and Love Crochet
Thank you again from the bottom of my heart. <3
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